Abstract: An end-to-end simulated processing chain related to an existing synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) system is developed and described, including motion compensation, efficient image formation and autofocus procedures. The processing is extended to include interferometric height estimation capability. It is the goal of the paper to study the application of interferometry to SAS systems in the presence of motion errors. The system is analysed with respect to motion errors and the subsequent damaging effects to both imaging and height estimation. Results using both measured and simulated data are presented. The problem is addressed with respect to both onepass and two-pass imaging geometries, and it is hypothesised that for slowly varying target height, one-pass SAS interferometry may be a more robust imaging tool than conventional SAS alone. The simulated results suggest that height information is recoverable even in some situations in which the conventional SAS reflectivity image is completely ruined by phase error induced blur. High-resolution SAS imaging coupled with interferometric height estimation for seafloor imaging has military applicability in mine detection or classification and in topographic mapping in preparation for an amphibious assault. Civilian uses would include surveying of objects such as oil pipelines and seabed mapping.
Introduction
Sidelooking stripmap synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and sonar (SAS) processing are imaging techniques that map the complex reflectivity of a target area on land or on the sea bottom. The platform, whether it is a satellite or aircraft (for SAR), or a towfish (for SAS), traverses a theoretically straight-line track, as shown in Fig. 1 , while transmitting successive, equally spaced signals in a beam aimed perpendicular to the track. These signals reflect back from the target area to the platform, where they are collected to form a data matrix. The magnitude of an example SAS data matrix for a singular point target at 200 metres is shown in Fig. 2 .
These target responses are range-variant, in that the response curvature is more pronounced at closer range. The synthetic aperture imaging problem is to invert the -Radar: Sonar Nnvig., Vol. 147, No. 6, December 2000 superposition of all target responses into correctly located impulses. Utilising synthetic aperture processing, it is possible to obtain an image that has azimuthal resolution ij:A independent of range and signal frequency, and that is only dependent upon the real aperture size D ([I] , ch. 10)
This is a significant advantage over conventional, real aperture processing. Radar systems have been utilising the technique since the 1950s and many systems currently exist for a variety of applications. Though conceptually the same as synthetic aperture radar (SAR), SAS has been slower to mature for a number of reasons. Initially, it was thought that instability of the ocean medium would limit the formation of a synthetic aperture, but tests during the 1970s and 1980s [2-41 showed that phase coherency is typically adequate over the aperture integration period. Due to the relatively slow propagation speed of sound through water, unambiguous range combined with aperture sampling requirements limit SAS platform speed, exacerbating motion errors and limiting the system mapping rate [5] . Several methods have been suggested, e.g. multiaperture system geometries [5] , wideband signal transmission [6] , to allow increased platform velocity while reducing aperture undersampling or its effects. Finally, motion errors are more pronounced in SAS than in SAR due to the turbulent media and slower platform speed. Many methods have been.proposed to combat this problem and the specific procedure we use is outlined in this paper. Sonar systems that utilise synthetic aperture processing are primarily experimental, and few open-ocean systems exist worldwide. It is expected that future applications will include mine detection and classification, and surveying for such things as oil pipelines or shipwrecks. An excellent review of SAS history and development can be found in [7] .
Interferometry [8] is a technique commonly used by SAR systems to estimate terrain height by utilising the phase difference information between two synthetic aperture images formed from different aspect angles. The technique was proposed for SAS as early as 1983 [9] , and has recently seen increased interest, including experimental demonstrations for SAS [ 101. Real-world implementation of the technique would extend the application and utility of SAS imaging. For example, prior to an amphibious landing, it is highly desirable to have knowledge of the undersea topography near the beach. It is the goal of this paper to study the application of interferometry to SAS systems in the presence of motion errors. Based on an end-to-end simulation of a state-of-the-art SAS system, the DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, an agency of the United States Dept. of Defense) SAS [lo], we investigate the application of interferometric height estimation for ocean bottom mapping. Specifically, we analyse the effects of motion and phase errors and some methods to remove those errors. More details about this study can be found in [ 111.
Range ambiguity and along-track sampling rate
A fundamental SAS imaging constraint derives from the relationship between unambiguous range and along-track sampling requirements. This problem was described early in the articles by Cutrona, 1975 [5] , Williams, 1976 [12] and Lee, 1979 [ 131, and recently in the article by Griffiths, et al., 1997 [9] . There have been a number of methods IEE Proc.-Radal: Sonar Navig., Vol. 147, No. 6, December 2000 proposed to minimise this problem, a summary of which is given in [14] . We review the problem here, and describe the steps taken by the DARPA SAS to overcome it.
To avoid range ambiguities, it is necessary to transmit pulses at a rate that relates to the swath length via PRF I (2) 2 K where X, is the swath length in range, PRF is the pulse repetition frequency, the periodic rate at which signals are transmitted and c is the speed of sound in water. Letting vp be the platform along-track velocity and At, be the alongtrack sample spacing (in metres), the PRF is given by
It is necessary to adequately sample the aperture in alongtrack to avoid deleterious undersampling effects such as grating lobes. The SAR community has long regarded an along-track sample spacing of A,, = 012 to be sufficient, where D is the physical aperture length. This sample spacing causes the nulls in the real aperture beam pattern to occur at grating lobe locations, thus suppressing them [15] Since along-track resolution is directly related to real aperture size, there is an interrelationship between resolution, maximum unambiguous range and platform velocity based on eqn. 4, shown in Fig. 3 , where it is assumed that Xs goes from zero to the maximum range. The contours represent along-track resolution. The DARPA SAS can operate with an along-track resolution of approximately 5 or 10 cm and is intended to unambiguously image ranges of up to 1 km. At large ranges, a single transmitterlsingle receiver geometry would require an extremely low platform velocity for this system. This would exacerbate motion errors and limit the system mapping rate.
To combat the problem, the DARPA SAS utilises a relatively wide bandwidth signal (1 0 kHz on a 50 kHz carrier). This 'smears out' the grating lobe energy, which is signal frequency dependent [ 161. Additionally, the system employs a single transmitter with 16 along-track 
Fig. 3 SAS parameter relationships
Along-track resolution is shown as a function of maximum unambiguous range and maximum platform velocity for a sample spacing = 014 receivers to fill in the along-track samples that would be missed by a single-receiver platform travelling at the same velocity. This is sometimes called the vernier technique, and has been suggested by Kock [18] and Gilmour [19] , and also in [13] . The idea itself is relatively simple. For a given transmitter and receiver which are separated by a small distance, we can assume that an equivalent pair exists midway between them. This is called a displaced phase centre [20] and is shown in the lower right portion of Fig Note that by employing this method, we give up Dl4 sample spacing and settle for 012. In return, we double the tow speed possible for a given range swath size, an important factor in minimising some motion errors. The DARPA SAS data available for this research employed Dl2 spacing. The grating lobes were limited to a tolerable level of -40 dB by the wideband signal used. Consequently, we use Dl2 sampling for the remaining simulations and measured data processing.
SAS image processing
The processing chain used in this study for synthetic aperture imaging is shown in Fig. 5 . We describe each of the processing steps below, in preparation for our discussion on interferometry.
3.1
The raw data used for analysis was obtained by two methods. The first method was to create a synthetic raw data set using the raw data expression [ 161 Generation and compression of data
where t and U are the temporal and along-track variables, respectively, fAx, y ) is the target reflectivity distribution, a(t, x, y ) is the transmit-and-receive aperture radiation pattern function and ~,~, ( t ) is the transmitted signal function, including both the modulation and the carrier terms. The second method was to use measured data collected by the DARPA SAS.
The first processing step was pulse compression via range-matched filtering, so that each target in the data displayed the range-variant hyperbolic response shown in Fig. 2 . Two assumptions we have made about the data matrix must be corrected at this point, if efficient imaging algorithms are to be utilised. First, we have assumed that the displaced phase centres fall directly between the transmitter and receivers, as discussed in the previous Section, when in actuality, the round-trip propagation distance is slightly greater for the actual transmitter and receiver than for the assumed displaced phase centre. Secondly, we have assumed that the platform is stationary during each signal pulse propagation. Both of these assumptions are not true, introducing additional, undesired phase terms into the data. Uncorrected, the image will contain spurious sidelobes. In [ 1 11, a phase multiplication was derived to correct for these errors, based on an exact correction for a target located at the scene centre.
Motion compensation
The towfish can be affected by six degrees of motion, as shown in Fig. 6 . The degrees of motion that most severely affect the formation of the reflectivity image are yaw and sway, since they affect the range dimension. For this reason, we assumed that all other degrees of errant towfish motion were well behaved when applying motion compensation techniques. This was typically the case for the measured data sets studied. Correction of these errors required a two-part motion compensation routine. Sway errors were estimated via the displaced phase centre algorithm [2 11, a correlation-based technique based on the following principle. Assuming that a phase centre exists exactly halfway between the transmitter and each receiver, the platform velocity can be selected so that some phase centres overlap from ping to ping, providing redundant information. This concept is shown in Fig. 7 . Yaw errors were estimated using a method similar to that suggested in [22] . For each group of adjacent pings, two 2-D matrices of angle and time were formed using standard beamforming operations. These matrices were cross-corre- 
Image formation
Most experimental SAS imaging systems found in the literature use explicit matched filtering operations to focus the data. That is, each target in the scene is focused based on the exact 2-D matched filter for that location. This approach is very computationally expensive. Other SAR imaging algorithms that are more efficient for single sensor data can successfully be applied to SAS [ 161 and may be necessary for real-time implementation of SAS by less expensive systems. Two of these, the seismic migration (or 0-k) [23] and the accelerated chirp scaling [24] algorithms, were alternately used as image formation steps in our study. To apply these algorithms, it is necessary that the data be sampled on a uniformly spaced 2-D grid. Thus, before image focusing, the data was resampled and interpolated, if necessary, to satisfy this requirement. However, interpolation with reasonable quality is itself a computationally intensive process, and we have made no systematic comparison of the computational requirements of these various imaging algorithms.
Application of PGA autofocus
Following image formation, it was necessary to remove any residual phase errors. Estimation and correction of these errors utilising information within the image data is called autofocus. In the SAR community, the phase gradient autofocus (PGA) [25] to the scene centre. Then, the data set is windowed and Fourier transformed in along-track, at which point the error function is estimated by calculating and integrating the phase differences between pixels in the along-track dimension. To ensure robustness, this operation is coherently averaged over range. The image is corrected based on the estimated error function. It would be desirable to use PGA for correction of SAS data sets, but unfortunately, it was developed using an error model for spotlight SAR, i.e. for systems that slew the antenna so that the beam is constantly pointed at the same location. Ignoring noise, the PGA error model for a single point target at (xo , yo) is given by [26] g&,Y) = 4 x 0 , YO>*,h64
where the complex reflectivity of each point target a (xo, vo) is convolved with an identical image blurring function h(y) = IFFT,{ exp(jO(k,,))}. @(k,) is an along-track frequency blurring function, and x and y are the range and along-track variables, respectively. The along-track Fourier domain is represented by the wavenumber k), .
All existing SAS systems utilise stripmap imaging, i.e. the beam is held perpendicular to the track during the integration period. We would like to derive an error model for these systems based on an along-track lateral error function A(u). Inserting this error term into eqn. 7 yields, for a point target located at (xo , y o ) . exp(jwt) (9) where P,,,(w) is the range frequency domain signal expression and U is the reflectivity of the point target. We can further approximate the effect of the error function by a phase multiplication using an exponential containing the error term to give
We next assume A(u) to be small, and sufficiently slowly varying such that A(u) varies with U more slowly than does range. The 2-D frequency expression for eqn. 10 can then be found by utilising the principle of stationary phase (PSP) [27] and is given by .exp(j2:A(yo -2~~)) (11) where ky is the along-track frequency variable and k, is a wavenumber described by A complex constant that arises in the application of the PSP has been absorbed into the target amplitude constant U .
The focused image can be described by applying the following 2-D frequency-dependent matched filter
to the data. Applying this operation to eqn. 11. and then taking the 2-D inverse Fourier transform yields
where we have assumed that IP,,(w)~~ = 1 over the signal bandwidth.
We can think of eqn. 14 as the ideal image response multiplied in the 2-D frequency domain by some phase error function that varies with target location. At first glance, it does not appear that this expression is similar to eqn. 8. However, because the signal is transmitted on a modulated carrier, eqn. 12 is larger in magnitude than ky (i.e. Ik,lk,l>> 1) and the phase error function is essentially independent of target range location. For small lateral motion errors, the phase error function only causes the image to blur in the along-track dimension. Therefore, for situations in which the function A(u) is small and slowly varying in along-track, we can apply the spotlight PGA algorithm in the following manner. First, the image is divided in along-track into many overlapping strips. The PGA algorithm is applied to each strip, the data is corrected, and the appropriate sections are pieced together to form the new image. We call this 'mosaic PGA' (MPGA).
Another stripmap PGA autofocus procedure was proposed in [28] by the developers of the PGA algorithm. This procedure assumes that convolution of the image data with an appropriate along-track chirp will restore the original pulse-compressed data matrix, effectively making a narrowband assumption that the range migration is much less than a resolution cell. For SAS parameters, this assumption breaks down and this operation would restore the range-migration corrected data matrix [29]. The targets are not circularly shifted, and any target selected is used to estimate the phase error function for its local along-track location. The spotlight version of PGA utilises redundancy over range [25] to estimate the phase error function through the coherent averaging operation. The proposed algorithm of [28] , however, offers no metric for the selection of bright scatterers, and even if the brightest scatterer on each range line is chosen, offers no guarantee that conditions will exist for sufficient averaging over range bins. That is, since the data is not circularly shifted, any bright targets would be likely to be scattered throughout the scene. Our method, by dividing the data into strips and applying the spotlight version of PGA to each strip, ensures that the robust redundancy over range of the spotlight PGA algorithm is preserved.
In practice, our motion compensation suite reduced the errors to the point where autofocus could be applied. Fig. 8 shows focused measured-data imagery for a collection of point-like targets at a range of over 200 m. For Fig. 8a , no motion compensation or autofocus was used. For Fig. 8b , motion compensation was applied, but not autofocus. Finally, for Fig. 8c , PGA autofocus was used in the manner described above. The improvement with the addition of each processing step is evident. The image in 
Interferometric height estimation
The interferometric geometry is shown in Fig. 9 and the problem is outlined below. The scene is imaged by two apertures displaced from one another and therefore at slightly different depression angles with respect to the scene, and the system parameters B, [ and H are assumed to be known. The slant range from the lower aperture y1 to each pixel is found from the corresponding SAS image. The second image is then precisely coregistered with the first image, or resampled to exactly the same imaging plane, so that the exact slant range r, can be calculated from the pixel-to-pixel phase difference between images based on the known signal wavelength. Many image registration techniques can be found in the literature, and we adopt a method described in [30] . These phase differences are measured modulo 2n, so a 2-D phase unwrapping algorithm such as the one described in [3 11 is needed to calculate the absolute phase differences. Once both slant ranges are known, it is straightforward to calculate the corresponding target height based on the given geometry [91. 
Effect of motion errors on interferometry
Based on processing of simulated data, we studied the effect of motion errors on interferometric SAS using two different common imaging geometries. In a one-pass system, both apertures are contained on the same platform and a single transmitter is used. In a two-pass system, the same aperture traverses separate tracks at different times, which would allow for a much larger aperture displacement. It has been suggested [9] that two-pass interferometry will be very difficult to implement with SAS systems. We analyse the problem here to confirm this hypothesis. All previous interferometric error sensitivity studies have been performed with respect to specific system parameters (e.g. [9, 32, 331) . That is, the partial derivative of the height estimate is taken with respect to each parameter, based on the geometry of Fig. 9 . This has been a basis for studies on interferometric system design [33] . However, this does not adequately describe the effect of motion errors, since errant platform motion will affect many parameters simultaneously. Some simulation results with respect to motion errors were given in [9] , but no analysis. We analysed the problem in two ways and the methodology and results are discussed below.
Geometric analysis
First, we analysed the problem based solely on the imaging geometry of Fig. 9 . Given that the height estimate can be described by [33] 1 (15) where 5 = nI2 -( we derived an error function (2rlB)2 -(ri -r: -B2)2 -. . .
2B
to describe the height estimation error based on erroneous measurements due to motion. An overhat represents a measured rather than an actual parameter. Notice that if the tilt angle [ is zero (vertical aperture displacement), this equation simplifies to By holding appropriate parameters constant and allowing others to vary, we were able to derive the following expressions for height error based on a motion error A relative to both apertures in a two-pass geometry, in all three directions. To simplify the expressions for clarity, we assumed vertical aperture displacement. That is, the measured parameters in eqn. 17 were corrupted by some error A and the following expressions were derived. To demonstrate the effects of relative error between apertures, we assumed that only the lower aperture was affected. 
Errors in altitude (two-pass):
Errors in along-track (two-pass): (19) As expected, the sensitivity to motion errors is inversely proportional to system baseline, based on this geometric analysis. This suggests that a two-pass system would perform better than a one-pass system because it has the flexibility to employ large aperture separation. However, this does not take into account the increased image-toimage decorrelation [33] and decreased interferometric fringe spacing [ 1 11 associated with large baseline geometries. Also, since eqn. 18 is target-range dependent, range errors most severely affect height estimation in two-pass imaging.
A similar analysis was performed for one-pass interferometry, where it was taken into account that both apertures are located on the same platform. For the cases of sway, yaw, and surge, the error terms inserted into eqn. 16 cancel out because they are identical for both apertures, leaving a resultant error of zero. For example, for lateral errors
For the cases of pitch and heave, there will be a relative height estimate error based upon the H terms in eqn. 16. For heave errors, the rest of the error terms cancel out for the same reasons as for sway, yaw and surge. For pitch, the error term does not cancel out, but the additional effect is almost negligible since the difference in motion affecting both apertures is very slight.
These results are surprising, and suggest that these degrees of motion have a relatively small effect on onepass interferometry based on the system geometry. Note that at the same time, the individual reflectivity image may be severely corrupted due to the errant platform motion.
Roll errors, assuming that the axis of rotation is between the apertures, have a significant impact on one-pass interferometry, since the apertures are affected by the same motion but in opposite directions, as shown in Fig. 10 . The corrupted slant ranges and corresponding height estimate error become 7, = ,/(H -h + 6 -~~o s A~) )~+ ( x~
Roll Errors (one-pass): 
Imaging analysis
The above geometric analysis provides a good representation of the effects of motion, but is still not adequate. It does not take into account that motion errors will also affect the formation of the synthetic aperture images themselves, in the form of phase errors that consequently affect the interferometric calculation. Therefore, we also analysed the effect of motion based on an imaging model. We can assume that, for small motion errors, the targets are affected by an along-track blurring function. Over small local areas, we can assume that this blurring function is identical for each point target so that our error model can be described by eqn. 8. Thus, the response at each pixel location can be represented by a superposition of target responses that blur across neighbouring pixels
The phase difference at each pixel is calculated by measuring the angle of the response in image 1 multiplied by the complex conjugate of the response in image 2, so that the erroneous measurement can be described by where the xo term has been omitted for conciseness. In the case of two-pass imaging, the phase error function is different for each image, so that this phase difference measurement is corrupted by an error that is related to the reflectivity of adjacent scatterers multiplied by a combination of the phase error functions. We can model the combined error terms with a uniform distribution in phase. Thus, the height information is completely destroyed unless the separate phase error functions in each image can be estimated and removed.
In one-pass imaging, however, the phase error functions are assumed to be nearly identical for both images. That is, h,(y) z h2(y). If the images are perfectly coregistered, as we are also assuming, then the magnitude distributions are also identical. Let us define the following functions to simplify the discussion:
X I and X2 represent corresponding pixels in both images. Since 4 cancels out of the first terms of eqn. 30, it is apparent that the phase error function corrupts the phase difference measurement through the blurring of neighbouring pixels, adding zero-mean noise to the scene in an amount dependent upon the degree of image blurring. This can be removed via coherent pixel averaging [32] . Less obvious is the realisation that if the area height function is locally constant in along-track, eqn. 30 reduces to the correct phase difference. That is,
-$A2 = -t,hC2 = . . . . All of the $ terms in eqn. 30 reduce to the correct phase measurement and, since it is an angular measurement, the phasor contributions associated with the 4 terms cancel out. Therefore, the corruptive effect of motion errors in one-pass interferometric imaging is directly related to the along-track variability of the terrain height. Fig. 11 verifies this conclusion. The returns from a field of over 100000 point targets, drawn from a 'rough' reflectivity distribution (Rayleigh in magnitude, uniform in phase), with discrete height shown in Fig. 11 b were simulated as if collected by a platform affected by serious lateral errors. The processed SAS image is shown in Fig.  l l a , with a strong point target included to highlight the image blur. Note that no height information is evident in the reflectivity image. Interferometric processing was performed on the corrupted images to form the height estimate Fig. 1 IC, without the aid of motion compensation or autofocus. The error distribution is shown in Fig. 1 Id. Examination reveals that it is directly related to the alongtrack variation of the height distribution of the field, as We also studied the effect of each of the processing steps from Fig. 5 on the height estimate. We concluded that, if performed correctly, the motion compensation suite should restore the correct phase function to the data. That it, assuming that the correct motion errors are estimated, the correct phase will be restored. However, since these algorithms estimate relative motion between signal pings, they require some initial guess or a priori information to correctly integrate the motion error function across the aperture. It is not clear whether this information will always be available. Also, our motion compensation suite only corrects for yaw and sway, and not for phase errors inserted by other degrees of motion. The next step, image formation, is suitable for application to interferometry because both the o-k and ACS algorithms are phasepreserving. Finally, the autofocus step, if performed in the manner described above, inserts a phase bias into each overlapping image strip during phase error estimation and correction, so is unsuitable for inclusion in an interferometric processing suite.
Conclusions
Based on our analysis, we conclude that in the absence of ideal conditions or extremely precise inertial measurement units, two-pass interferometric SAS is not feasible for a number of reasons. First and foremost, motion errors will have a more profound effect on two-pass interferometry through the separate phase error functions associated with each image. It is still unclear whether there is any way to remove and correct these errors in such a way to preserve the ideal phase function of the data. This is not possible utilising the autofocus described in this paper. Also, we did not discuss the effects of possible medium or target area variation between passes, which would affect the interferometric processing. Unfortunately, the precision of inertial instrumentation drives their cost [36] , and the precision required for these operations apparently is not currently cost effective.
However, we also conclude that one-pass SAS interferometry, if performed so that roll errors are minimised, should be very robust against erroneous platform motion. SAS systems that are to be used for interferometric applications should therefore be designed to minimise roll motions. It is hypothesised that for slowly varying target height, SAS interferometry height measurements may be more robust with respect to other motion errors than the basic two-dimensional SAS image. In particular, our simulated results suggest that height information is recoverable even in some situations in which the conventional SAS reflectivity image is completely ruined by phase-error-induced blur.
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